
Gas heater PATIO M steel PATIO/M/G30/37MBAR/S

Price: 

€630.84 

EAN: 
5903950039272

PATIO is a stylish gas heater which provides
heat and light wherever we want to create a
unique and cozy atmosphere. Its unique
feature is re visible on four sides. Thanks
to this, it is the one and only gas or terrace
garden lamp.

Technical Speci cations
Range of heating power (kW) 4.9 - 8.2
Fuel type propan butan
Destination country pl
Weight (kg) 63,0
The energy e ciency index EEI 37,00
Glazing type lateral
Material steel, glass
Width (cm) 46,70
Height (cm) 155,30
Depth (cm) 46,70

Features

Shipping on pallet 
transfer - zł106.00
COD - zł111.00
Implementation within 

1 days

PATIO is a stylish gas heater which provides heat and light wherever we want to create a unique and

https://kratki.com/sklep/en/produkt/2931/gas-heater-patio-m-steel
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cozy atmosphere. Its unique feature is re visible on four sides. Thanks to this, it is the one and only
gas or terrace garden lamp.

 

MODERN DESIGN

Patio Modern design suits almost anywhere. The heater can be an elegant decoration on the home’s
terrace or in the garden. It can be also used  in restoration as well as hotel industry as an interesting
addition to the dining and leisure area. The attractive appearance and pleasurable warmth of Patio will
make gardens and terraces full of guests during spring, summer as well as winter evenings. Natural

re vision is ensured by the use of a modern ceramic burner. Additionally, decorative elements such as
stones or decorative glass can be used in PATIO to enhance the look of the heater.

 

CONVENIENT USE

Patio does not emit any sounds or smell. Its activity does not in uence on air circulation, what is
paricularly essenial for allergic users. It is easy to move and place in chosen area due to equipped
wheels.  The device can work constantly with full power, continually up to 30 hours. The device is
designed for 11 kg bottles. Patio does not require glass cleaning, since re does not smoke them. Its
launch is very easy and intuitive through one button located in the lower chamber of the furnace.

 

SAFETY ON THE HIGHEST LEVEL

PATIO is powered by liquid gas from the cylinder hidden in the housing. Flames are enclosed in a
glass cell which shields us from direct contact with re. This allows you to admire the game of ames
under full control. The lower part of the device casing is made of steel, covered with powder paint.
Thanks to this Patio is resistant to damage. The lower chamber of the device is protected against
unauthorized opening by mounted lock in the door.

The upper construction of the heater ensures protection against the burning re. Additionally, it evenly
distributes the heat generated in it in four directions. PATIO is equipped with a special anti-tilt valve
which in case of the device overturning automatically cuts off the gas supply to the controller, which
extinguishes the ame. The device is not dependent from electrical system, that is why we are sure
that even in the absence of electricity, it will illuminate the terrace or garden. The heater is equipped
with a fully secured and advanced manual gas control system which prevents from uncontrolled fuel
leak.

 



Additional options

Gas heater PATIO textile cover
(white logo) 
Composition: surface - 100% Polyester; PVC
primer. Density: 490 g/m². Waterproof. Colour:
black, white logo.

€46.73

Gas heater PATIO textile cover
(black logo) 
Composition: surface - 100% Polyester; PVC
primer. Density: 490 g/m². Waterproof. Colour:
black, black logo.

€51.40

Decorative stones FIRE GLASS -
black crystal 
Decorative glass stones create an interesting and
aesthetic nish in the bio replaces, gas replaces
and gas heaters. Weight: 1 kg.

€22.66
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GLOW FLAME ember bre 
GLOW FLAME is an innovative material which
apllies as lining both in standard bio replaces
powered by biofuel and in inserts powered by
natural gas or mixture of propane-butane gas.

€17.52

Gas heater PATIO textile cover
white (black logo) 
Composition: surface - 100% Polyester; PVC
primer. Density: 420 g/m². Waterproof. Colour:
white, black logo.

€77.10

Warranty
All the products available at www.kratki.com are brand new, free from any physical or legal defects.
The Producer grants a 2-year warranty from the moment of purchase of the gas heater for its
reliable operation. The automatic gas steering system is covered with a 2-year warranty from the
moment of the purchase of the device. The warranty shall not cover the glazing of the device. The
application of the gas heater, the method and conditions of use must correspond with the manual.

Return
A Customer being a Consumer, who has concluded the Sales Contract may rescind thereof within a
period of 14 days without giving any reasons. The time limits run for the rescission of the Sales
Contract shall commence at the time of acquiring the Goods by the Customer or a third party of
their choice, other, however, than a carrier. The representations may be submitted in a form whose
template has been published by the Seller at the Online Shop Website.

https://kratki.com
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